ALMOST AS MANY
TURNS AND
TWISTS AS YOUR
FAVOURITE THRILLER
The new freistil 137: where form doesn’t follow just one
function, but a whole host of them.
It’s always nicer when a sofa meets your needs instead of expecting you to adapt to it.
The freistil 137 sofa daybed realises all your wishes in a variety of functions and forms without
taking up much room. It’s a space-saving marvel. When you want to relax, use it as a daybed with
lots of space. Tilt the back when you want to watch television or a film. A wonderfully comfortable
bed is waiting when you want to sleep. Last but not least, freistil 137 becomes a sofa when you want
to sit upright. The practical magnet connectors ensure that changing functions is easy and simple.
What’s next for freistil 137? That depends on how your day or evening turns out. Wait and see!

Designed by kaschkasch
”Generally, aesthetic compromises are made in favour of function, Schneider says.
freistil 137, in contrast, always looks great – and is both very casual and intuitive to
operate. All three functions are equals in terms of form and aesthetics.“
Florian Kallus and Sebastian Schneider

#lebfreistil

WHAT YOU’LL
APPRECIATE
A variety of functions and forms
So much and a good deal more. Whether
sitting, meditating, somersaulting, lounging,
sleeping or cuddling: Just shift and turn the
sofa any way you want.

Small is sometimes really big
The compact corner sofa fits in nearly
every space, be it ever so small, but
offers great freedom.

Made in Black forest

WHICH KIND OF SOFA
TYPE ARE YOU?

When was the last time you visited a friend and
slept on the sofa?
Is Netflix the key to happiness?

Are you more productive working from home?

Do you drink coffee or tea from your sofa
or a glas of wine?

Exactly the right cover material for you and the way you like to live.
Let your freistil partner advise you!

Family & friends

Natur lovers

www.freistil-rolfbenz.com

Leather

